BaaS - Managed Service
Secure and intuitive backup solutions to support your entire
data landscape.

What is Prodec BaaS?

Prodec’s BaaS offering

Prodec’s Backup-as-a-Service (BaaS) provides you
with a universal, ultra secure, backup solution that
covers the entirety of your data landscape.

Prodec Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS)
enables you to protect and recover data by
replicating applications to Prodec’s highly-secure,
UK-only, datacentres.

Prodec BaaS enables you to securely backup, recover
and restore critical data to Prodec’s private cloud,
without impacting business operations.
All backup data is securely encrypted when in transit to
the Prodec cloud and, depending on your requirements,
can also be encrypted when at rest, to ensure your data
security objectives are always met.

How do Prodec deliver BaaS?
Prodec’s BaaS is powered using Acronis. Prodec uses
Acronis because unlike other backup technologies,
it provides a universal agent that can backup almost
anydevice, from any location.
The Acronis management portal is also amongst
the easiest to use in the marketplace, providing
transparency for protected devices, storage volume
and associated costs at all times.
Using the intuitive self-service portal, you can monitor,
restore and provision all backups.
The portal also provides full transparency on the cost
of service with a PAYG consumption-based structure.
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• You will have access to the full Prodec engineering
base for troubleshooting or managed restorations
and on a self-service basis if preferred.
• The Prodec cloud is UK-only, ensuring that data
sovereignty is retained for backed up data.
• Protected backups can be run in virtual form from
the Prodec cloud for up to 1 month with no
additional costs, allowing time for the protected
systems to be resolved.
• The service is provided on a fixed PAYG cost
structure, this means there are no minimum
commitments or fixed-term contracts.
• There are no additional costs for restoring backup
data and no hidden fees.
• Prodec provides direct site to datacentre
(Layer 2) connectivity options for QoS, ensuring
backup traffic does not interfere with normal
business processes.

Current BaaS customers:
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